
  Key Stage 2 

 

D
esigning and evaluating 

DE 1a-  can design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design. DE 1b- I can design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and justify my choices. 

DE 2a- I can make products by working efficiently (such as by carefully selecting 
from a wide range of materials and tools.)  

DE 2b- I can make products by working efficiently and with precision  (such as by carefully 
selecting from a wide range of materials and tools.)  

DE 3a- I can refine work as work progresses, evaluating the end product design.  
DE 3b- I can refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually evaluating the 
product design. 

DE 4a- I can identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study to 
generate ideas for designs. 

DE 4b- I can use software to design and represent product designs including labels.  

DE 5a- I can improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
DE 5b- I can identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study (including 
pioneers in horticultural techniques) to generate ideas for designs. 

DE 6a- I can use software to design and represent product designs.  DE 6b- I can disassemble products to understand how they work. 

M
aking 

Materials: 
MM1a- I can cut materials accurately and safely by selecting appropriate tools. 
MM2a- I can select appropriate joining techniques. 

Materials: 
MM1b- I can measure and mark out to the nearest mm. 
MM2b- I can apply appropriate cutting and shaping techniques that include cuts within 
the perimeter of the material (such as slots or cut outs).  

Textiles: 
MT1a- I can select the most appropriate techniques to decorate textiles. 
MT2a- I can join textiles with appropriate stitching.  

Textiles: 
MT1b- I can understand the need for a seam allowance. 

Electricals and electronics: 
MEL 1a– I can create series circuits. 

Electricals and electronics: 
MEL 1b- I can create parallel circuits. 

Construction: 
MC 1a- I can choose suitable techniques to construct products or to repair items. 

Construction: 
MC 1b- I can strengthen materials using suitable techniques. 

Mechanics: 
MME 1a- To use scientific knowledge of the transference of forces to choose 
appropriate mechanisms for a product (such as levers, winding mechanisms, pulleys 
and gears).  

Mechanics: 

MME 1b- I can use scientific knowledge to choose appropriate mechanisms for a product. 

Computing: 
MCP 1a- I can monitor models using software designed for this purpose.  

Computing:  

MCP 1b- I can control and monitor models using software designed for this purpose.  

C
ooking and 
nutrition 

CN 1a- I can prepare ingredients hygienically using appropriate utensils. CN 1b- I can prepare ingredients hygienically selecting and using appropriate utensils. 

CN 2a- I can measure accurately. CN 2b- I can measure ingredients to the nearest gram. 

CN 3a- I can follow a recipe  
CN 3b- I can assemble and cook ingredients (controlling the temperature of the oven or hob, if 
cooking).  

LEARNING PROGRESSION 



 Cycle A 

 Pompeii Within the Tropics The Victorians 

Curriculum 
Progression 

Code 

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A, MME1A 
DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B, MME1B 

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A, MEL1A, MCP1A 
DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B, MEL1B, MCP1B 

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A, CN1A, CN2A, CN3A 
DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B, CN1B, CN2B, CN3B 

Significant 
Person/Place 

 Thomas Edison Mrs Beeton 

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they work, 
design opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, carefully select, 
wide range, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for marking, 
hammer, saw, pliers, junior hacksaw, bench hook, screw driver, drill, glue gun, 
craft knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, card, paper, fabric, string, ribbon, card 
board, tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, plastic, bottles, dowel, straws, wheels, 
nails, glue, tape,  refine as work progresses, share, discuss, evaluate continually 
and end product design, identify, generate ideas from great designers, 
horticulturalist or pioneers names, improve, existing designs, own work (self), 
others work (peer), reason, choice, design using software, label, represent, show, 
product designs. 
Materials –  measure, mark out, nearest, centimetre, millimetre, safely, cut, fold, 
shape, accuracy, range of techniques e.g. gluing, hinging, put together (combine) 
to strengthen, cuts in the perimeter e.g. slots or cut outs, select, appropriate, 
tools, materials, technique, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils 
for marking, hammer, saw, pliers, junior hacksaw, bench hook, screw driver, drill, 
glue gun, craft knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, card, paper, fabric, string, 
ribbon, card board, tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, plastic, bottles, dowel, 
straws, wheels, nails, glue, tape 
Mechanics -  use, scientific knowledge, force, select appropriate, mechanisms, 
levers, winding mechanisms, pulleys, gears. 

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they work, 
design opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, carefully select, 
wide range, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for marking, 
hammer, saw, pliers, junior hacksaw, bench hook, screw driver, drill, glue gun, craft 
knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, card, paper, fabric, string, ribbon, card board, 
tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, plastic, bottles, dowel, straws, wheels, nails, glue, 
tape,  refine as work progresses, share, discuss, evaluate continually and end product 
design, identify, generate ideas from great designers, horticulturalist or pioneers 
names, improve, existing designs, own work (self), others work (peer), reason, choice, 
design using software, label, represent, show, product designs.  
Materials –  measure, mark out, nearest, centimetre, millimetre, safely, cut, fold, 
shape, accuracy, range of techniques e.g. gluing, hinging, put together (combine) to 
strengthen, cuts in the perimeter e.g. slots or cut outs, select, appropriate, tools, 
materials, technique, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for 
marking, hammer, saw, pliers, junior hacksaw, bench hook, screw driver, drill, glue 
gun, craft knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, card, paper, fabric, string, ribbon, 
card board, tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, plastic, bottles, dowel, straws, wheels, 
nails, glue, tape 
Electricals and electronics –  create, parallel, circuit, wires, crocodile clips, 
battery, bulbs, motors, buzzers  

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they work, design 
opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, carefully select, wide 
range, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for marking, refine as work 
progresses, share, discuss, evaluate continually and end product design, identify, 
generate ideas from great designers, horticulturalist or pioneers names, improve, 
existing designs, own work (self), others work (peer), reason, choice, design using 
software, label, represent, show, product designs. 

Cookery and Nutrition Prepare, ingredients, names of ingredients, hygienically, 
select, use, appropriate, utensils, sterilise, knife, grater, peeler, pan, chopping board, 
fork, spoon, plate, blender, bowl, whisk, scales, electronic scales, jug, measuring cup, 
measure, nearest, gram, assemble, cook, control, temperature, microwave, oven, hob, 
stir, whisk, mix, chop, slice, cut, bake, blend, fry, grate, knead, peel  

I know that/
how to... 

Use scientific knowledge of the transference of forces to choose 
appropriate mechanisms for a product (such as levers, 
winding mechanisms, pulleys and gears).  
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and 
justify my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision 
(such as by carefully selecting from a wide range of materials 
and tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually 
evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study 
to generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs 
including labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work. 

Prepare ingredients hygienically selecting and using appropriate 
utensils. 
Measure ingredients accurately to the nearest gram. 
Follow a recipe. 
Assemble and cook ingredients (controlling 
the temperature of the oven or hob, if cooking).  
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and 
justify my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision (such as 
by carefully selecting from a wide range of materials and tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually 
evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study to 
generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs including 
labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work. 

Control and monitor models using software designed for this 
purpose.  
Create series and parallel circuits. 
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and 
justify my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision 
(such as by carefully selecting from a wide range of materials and 
tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually 
evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study to 
generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs including 
labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work. 



 Cycle B 

 From Caves to Clay Countries of the World Into the Wild 

Curriculum 
Progression 

Code 

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A 
MM1A, MM2A, MC1A, MCP1A 

DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B 
MM1B, MM2B, MC1B, MCP1B 

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A 
CN1A, CN2A, CN3A 

DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B 
CN1B, CN2B, CN3B  

DE1A, DE2A, DE3A, DE4A, DE5A, DE6A 
MT1A, MT2A 

DE1B, DE2B, DE3B, DE4B, DE5B, DE6B 
MT1B, MT2B 

Significant 
Person 

 Michelle Roux  William Morris 

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they work, design 
opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, carefully select, wide range, tools, 
scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for marking, hammer, saw, pliers, junior 
hacksaw, bench hook, screw driver, drill, glue gun, craft knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, 
card, paper, fabric, string, ribbon, card board, tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, plastic, 
bottles, dowel, straws, wheels, nails, glue, tape,  refine as work progresses, share, discuss, 
evaluate continually and end product design, identify, generate ideas from great designers, 
horticulturalist or pioneers names, improve, existing designs, own work (self), others work 
(peer), reason, choice, design using software, label, represent, show, product designs. 
Mechanics -  use, scientific knowledge, force, select appropriate, mechanisms, levers, 
winding mechanisms, pulleys, gears. 

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they work, design 
opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, carefully select, wide range, 
tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and pencils for marking, refine as work 
progresses, share, discuss, evaluate continually and end product design, identify, 
generate ideas from great designers, horticulturalist or pioneers names, improve, existing 
designs, own work (self), others work (peer), reason, choice, design using software, label, 
represent, show, product designs. 
Cookery and Nutrition Prepare, ingredients, names of ingredients, hygienically, select, 
use, appropriate, utensils, sterilise, knife, grater, peeler, pan, chopping board, fork, 
spoon, plate, blender, bowl, whisk, scales, electronic scales, jug, measuring cup, measure, 
nearest, gram, assemble, cook, control, temperature, microwave, oven, hob, stir, whisk, 
mix, chop, slice, cut, bake, blend, fry, grate, knead, peel   

Design, purpose, identify, deconstruct, disassemble, understand how they 
work, design opportunities, justify, choice,  product, efficiency, precision, 
carefully select, wide range, tools, scissors, ruler, tape measure, pens and 
pencils for marking, glue gun, craft knife, hole punch, stapler, materials, card, 
paper, fabric, string, ribbon, card board, tubes, boxes, cotton reels, wood, 
plastic, bottles, dowel, straws, wheels, nails, glue, tape, refine as work 
progresses, share, discuss, evaluate continually and end product design, 
identify, generate ideas from great designers, horticulturalist or pioneers 
names, improve, existing designs, own work (self), others work (peer), reason, 
choice, design using software, label, represent, show, product designs. 
Textiles –  join, stitch, seam, seam allowance 

I know 
that/how 

to... 

Cut materials accurately and safely by selecting appropriate tools. 
Apply appropriate cutting and shaping techniques that include 
cuts within the perimeter of the material (such as slots or 
cut outs).  
Select appropriate joining techniques. 
Measure and mark out to the nearest mm. 
Choose suitable techniques to construct products or to repair items. 
Strengthen materials using suitable techniques. 
Control and monitor models using software designed for this purpose.  
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and justify 
my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision (such as by 
carefully selecting from a wide range of materials and tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually 
evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study to 
generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs including 
labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work. 

Select the most appropriate techniques to decorate textiles. 
Join textiles with appropriate stitching.  
Understand the need for a seam allowance. 
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design 
and justify my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision 
(such as by carefully selecting from a wide range of 
materials and tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, 
continually evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of 
study to generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs 
including labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work. 

Prepare ingredients hygienically selecting and using appropriate 
utensils. 
Measure ingredients accurately to the nearest gram. 
Follow a recipe. 
Assemble and cook ingredients (controlling the temperature 
of the oven or hob, if cooking).  
Design with purpose by identifying opportunities to design and 
justify my choices. 
Make products by working efficiently and with precision (such as 
by carefully selecting from a wide range of materials and tools.)  
Refine work and techniques as work progresses, continually 
evaluating the end product design.  
Identify some of the great designers in all of the areas of study to 
generate ideas for designs. 
Use software to design and represent product designs including 
labels.  
Improve upon existing designs, giving reasons for choices. 
Disassemble products to understand how they work.  


